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1. In~ductiori

fi a previous note a technique was described where@ tiecould azimu’&Jly
distribute the signal inputs to kops and/or construct multi-tucn loo~’ which can
be treated as single turn hops.1 h this ,nctethere is described another tech-
nique for constructingmulti.-tdrmloops which can be *.ated as single turn Imps.
This techniqgj is a gaeraliza+..~on o.fthe mebius stiip loop ccncept discussed in
am’~er note.

‘

Unlike the tednique in Sensor and SimulationNote -XXEII,which lends -itself
to axial distributim of the @nal inputs h a cylindzzicelloop design, this type
ofJoop, the multiple mebius strip Imp?- h= a.to~i~ fim of s~~- B ~ev= >
if desired, a carnbinationof tm or nme such toraidal s-ctures in parallel on a
amrcm axis to adhieve a cylindzzicalstmcture caq be accomplished. Azimuthal
distribution of the signal inputs can also h ccmbined wi’~ the nmltiple nnebius
s~ip lmp. 3 .’ ..-~—..“-...,-..

,.
This note d&rks the-Wtiple mebius strip loop, giving exeuples of the

low-:ofiers of.such devices;----Lhfortunatel.y,for higher orders (and degrees of
complefi~ ) this type of leap becomes increasinglynnre difficult to construct.‘
However, there may not be too much difficulty associated with the first few orders
of suclh~evices.

II. Cable Cmfigur ation

Before mnsidering tie mltiple ‘=ebius strip leap, let us consid~ the
things which go to make up’such a kap. These are the transmission lines and the
mimer in which tie transmission lines am interconnected. The former collectively
form a csble bundle. The latter is accomplished by mebius sbxip gaps.

Figure 1 SJTCWSthe cross section of the cable bundle whi~ is used in the
multiple mebius strip kop. In figure M there is the first omkr cable bundle,
sinqle ocax, which has two independ~t conductors. (We might consider a zeroeth
order case as a single wire.) This coax has an impedance,Z~,and the ccax shield
(outer ccnductor) is denoted by S~. As indicated in fi=-. lB the second ordezz
cable bu.cdleis constructedby,plactig a s=nd shi~d ~~und a COaX ~d placing
a semnd coax alan=gsideit, ekctricaUy connecting the em shiekls. This giv-s
faur independent mnductors k the cress section for the semnd order cabie bundle.
In a similes manner we can construct”third and fou.rtllorder eble bundles. As
iUus&ated in figure lE we can cnnstruct the cable bundle of order M+l fimrittw
cable bundles of M&J Ofi=m md an additio~ ~eld~ %+17 which s~~ds me of
tie bundles and is elec~icaJJ.yconnected to the outermxt shields of the other
bundle. Thus, in going fmm a ceble bundle of order M to one of order M+l we have
e~ctly doubled the number of independent conductors. Since the fizzstorder
cable bundle has titioindependentconductors, then tilenuxber, N, of independent
mnductors in an PW ofi= ale burae is

N=2M (1)

As will
rmebius

L% seen later, N is also the number of turns in the Ifthorder multiple
strip kap. 2

1. Lc CzKrlE. Ban, Sensor and Sibilation Note XXIII, A Technique for the Dis@i-
bution of Signal ‘Mputs to Leaps, July 1966.
2. Lt Carl E. %um, Sensor “ad Simulation Note VII, Characteristicsof the I’bebius
Strip tip, kC 1964.
3. See fip ~ of Hf. I for m e-~e with the single (a fht od&”} rmebius
smig loop..
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FIGURE 1 CABLE BUNDLE CONFIGURATION
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-al s;hield”and
Likewisein fizure

figure IA, rmte that the transmissionline consistingof the

the center conductorhas a characteristicpulse impedance,Z1.
lB there is an impedance,Z9, for the transmissionline con-

sisting of the shield, S2, and the c&&Q shi&d inside it. In the genend. case
(figurelE) there is an unpedance, ~ , for the transmissionline ccmsistingof the
shield, S %+and the outernmst cons c ors of the cable bundle (of order M) inside
the sniel%l’For Z3 and higher onier inmedances,difficultymy arise in chcming
the dimmsions for a given impe~ce be-&se of the lack of circulazzgeometry.
Hwever”, it is rat necessary that the sane relative positioning inside the cable
bundles be maintainedas ~uqtrated. The ~sitionimg can be remerged (and
even the conductorcress sections can be changed to’achieve convenientgeometries)
for electricaland/or mechanical convenience.

The interconnectim of the transmissionlines, in order to make an N ‘cum
loop, is accomplishedby means of rmebius strip gaps as in figure 2. Figure 2A
skws a mebius strip gap in coax as illustratedin previous mtes. 4q3.&.~
generalizedin fi~ 2B for a cable bundle of order M+l (as in figure lE). in
this case the relative pcsitions of the two cable bundles of otier M are inter-
changed (withouttouching each other) in passing from one side of the gap in the
shield (S~+1) to the other side. A voltage, V, across the gap will propagate
signals eacn of amplitude, V, but opps ite plarities from the gap dam both
transmissionlines of impedance, ZM1, formed by the shields (~+ ) and the
cable bundles of order M inside these shields. h the rmbiusThe impedancewru
strip gap presents to the signal is 0,5

%+1”

Continuingon to figure 2C we can see hcw the mxbius s=ip gaps, internal
to the cable bundle, are utilized. (The dc&kd lines are the innermst conductors,
simplewires.) This structure appm at the bottom of the lcop stmcture (oppcsite
from the signal introductionposition on the leap). Comparing ‘&e gap structure
with ‘he cable cross section we see that the tattom coax is split to drive a twinax
for the si~ exit fmm the kop. !J3necable bundles hside the c%rkrmostshields
have a nmebius strip gap in them. Fnxn stave, these mebius strip gaps have an
effectiveimpedanceof /2, where M is tk order of the cable bundle which has
the mebius strip *p. % ith equal and op~site voltages assumed arriving at the
gap inside the shield, SM+,, surroundingthis bundle, then ~+ must be half of
this gap inpedanceto terminate the signalswithout reflectiod. Thus, we constrain
that

%+1=%
r

(21

or that

%= [+~-’~.(*)-’) ~ (3)

Here a limitationexists in that for large M, ~ can become impracticallysmall,
limiting the useful range of M.

As can be seen, these @le bundles and ga? structures - get rather complex
for large M.. kwever, the ftit two orders requre only coaxial.and triaxial cable
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and thus at least these two cases seem ratlherpractical.

111. LcoD Configuration

Now consider the multiple nmbius striD km structure. In fkure 3 we have
the siygle (or first order1 kebius
50 Q for iilustntion.5 l%is isan
load, ~, of 100 Q. In &nerd ‘for

strip kGp wh=re Z1 is arbitr--y takn as
effective tw turn loop driving a resistive
the multiple nmebius strip locp

(4)

In the single mebius strip loop (and the general case as well) we maintain symnetry
in the loop structure to make the transit tim between the signal transitiongmsi-
tins identicalfor both tm.nsrriissionlines involved. The impedancerelationship
of equation (4) is necessary if we desire ‘&t the signals (equaland oppsite
mltages ), which dnultanecusly arrive at the twinax exit from the kap structure,
be impedancematched into the twinax with no reflections. The single mebius strip
lmp m be considered as a one turn toroidal loop with an effectiveresistance at
the gap of 25 Q (i.e., 0.5 21), the voltage produced at ‘b gap ‘beingdoubled at the
output●

Having the first order device, let us generalize it to arbitraryorder by a
processof inductionas illustratedin figure 4. In figure 4A we have the Mth order
device, showing a mxbius strip gap (of the general kind, as in figure 2B) at the top
of the structureand a twinax to remve the signal at the bottom of the structure.
The detailsof the cable bundle and gap structureare absent because this represents
the geneti case. The loop structure,excluding the various connectionsat top and
bottom, consistsof a cable bundle as in figure 1, bent into a circular shape. The
electricallycontinuous shield of the cable bundle makes it externallybehave as a
single conductor. This continuouselectricalconductor is the acW electrical
structureof the kap presentd, to an incident electromagneticwave1 at least for
frequencieshigh enough that fidds do not penetrate the conductors. The gap smucture
at tie bottomof the leap is like that illustratedin figure 2C in which all the gaps
are inside the autermst shield. The only signal.entry to the lmp is at the mebius
strip gap at the top. This gap, can be r&pre&nted by-a gap @&e, Zg,

%
‘g=T

(5)

stice at the gap there is a peralkl cotiinationof tdo transmissionlines,
of impedance,

% ..

as

Let us take this MI order mebius strip 10CP and @ansform it into one of
order M+l. First, as in figure 4B, add a shi-dd (~f order M+l) around the upper ‘
half of the loop structure. tiethen have tw transmissionlines of eqyal tmnsit
tines and eq@ zdances j ~+1 ~ which transmit signals from the two mtmduction
@.nts (at A and B) up to”the rmebius strip gap mw inside this shield. For signals
of equal and oppasite voltage reaching this upper rmebius str~p gap, the impedance
relationshipof equation (2) must hold for the signals to be unpedancematched at
this gap. In this co~iguration the signal inputs have been azimuthddy distributed
as in a previousncte.0

.4 . .. .. . .

5. See reference2 for a discussionof this device.
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Continuing the transformationwe sever the cable bundle as indicated in fi~me
4B. lhen we bend the lcop struc~. into a tighter circle. dmbling it up as inaica~ed
in figure 4C, and we rejoin the severed cable bundle, ~-joining each conductor to the
one from whid it was separated. The reason for severing filecable bundle at all is
to avoid a twist in the cable bundle. The letters which label corresponding psitions
on the twc leap s-ctures in figures 4B and 4C can be used to follow this transfomna-
tioh. The added shield is then electricallybonded to ‘he adjacent cable bundle. ‘We
are”then left witi
etiernaUy visible
M+l. The external

a loop skcture with a ‘mntinuous conduct-kg shield with oniy one
gap. ,~e cable bundle fo+g the loop structure is ncw of order
rmebius strip gap is again at the top of the loop structure and has

an impetice of O.5 ZM+l. The &ebius smip gap at the top of the Mth order lCOD
Strut-m lES been ~o~ated to the ?mttom of the new locp-smucture, joini.ngthe
other mebius s~ip gaps there (as in figure 2C). The two multiple rmebius strip
imps are then of the same form.

In the prwcess of transformingto the next higher order multiple mcebius strip
leap (fwm figure 4B to figure 4C) we have doubled the number ,ofturns in ‘&e loop.
Each previous turn has kocme two turns. Since the single mcebius strip lcop has
two turns, then the number of turns, N, in the iMthotier loop is just tlhatgiven by
equation (1). Also, since the single mebius strip lcop has one mebius strip gap
and increasing the order of ‘Ae lmp by one adds amther such gap, then an M“thotier
locp has M mcebil~ strip gaps, only one of these being externally visible. All the
internal gaps azzeat me krttom of the loop structure. Combining equations (3), (4),
and (5) we ;have

~ 2M

()T
ZL

relating tie im@ance
the order cf the lcop.
equation (l),

at the ?xternal leap gap, the impedance
In t=:.~ of tilenurber of turns in tile

(6)

the loop drives, and
lmp he have, using

(7)

order Wl into the

‘~ = lN-2ZL

Since tie si~ is impedanceretched ti going from the gap of
gap of ofier M (and since M represents the general case) then the signal is matched
from the external gap thraugh U. the internal gaps to the l~p output without
reflections. We have a voltage multiplication factor of N which is made up of
voltage dcublings at each of the internal ncebius strip gaps (M-1 of them) and a
doubling at the transitionto the signal output twindx for a total of M voltage
doublings● This voltage

1?
triplicationby N is consistentwith the change in

impedance by a factor of N (equation (7)) so that -poweris conserved in a signal
propagated frcm the external nmbius strip gap to the signal exit.

Figure 3 shows the simple single mebius strip loop. Figur== 5 and 6 show
the double (or seocnd order) and triple (or third order) nmbius strip loops,
respectively,with all the ocnductors shown. The dotted lines are t.leinnermost
ocnductorsY the canter conductorsof the ccaxes. S&~ing at one of me tho
inner conductors of tinetwinax we can folJow the conductorsarwnd tne lmp
structure arriving at the other twinax inner conductor and veri~y tinattriese
lcops have the number of turns indicated. For the triple nmebius szrip loop
this may req~m persevereecedue to the complexityof the structure. For the
impedances snown, based on an arbitrarv Z~ of 50 Q, we can see in fi.mre 6 that
Z3’is raii!!ersmall and perhaps diffic’~t,‘m

9

achieve. Hence, .mebius

i
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Zg =1.56250
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FIGURE 6 TRIPLE (OR THIRD ORDER) MOEBKIS STRIPLOOP
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strip loop may be difficultto constmct. Howeveu, the doubie mebius strip locp
ldcs ranter practical. The technique used to constructthe loop of order M+l
from that of order M is only illustrativeand rmt necessarilythe rmxt desirable
way to constructa given order multipJe mebius strip lcop.

,

We then have a techniquefor -g multi-turnloops. The multiple mebius

strip loop allows us to make a multi-turn lcmp which presents tne structureof a
one turm leap to an incident electrcm.gneticwave. Since we are limited to an

appxmimately romidal geometry (madmizing the inductancefor a given loop radius)
we might use this techniquefor self integratingloops to masure the magnetic field,
H.

For the higher orders of this device the structurebecomes rather complicated
and the *dances become impracticallysmall. lbwever, at least the single

and double mebius strip loops are rather practical. To hcw mch hi@er orders
we could practicallygo is clifficult to say.

.—.
. . .


